Abstract. In this paper, the classic straightening out theorem from di erential geometry is used to derive necessary and su cient conditions for locally converting rectangular di erential inclusions to constant rectangular di erential inclusions. Both scalar and coupled di erential inclusions are considered. The results presented in this paper have use in the area of computer aided veri cation of hybrid systems where they represent the frontier of the known decidable models of in nite state systems.
Introduction
In this paper, the problem of converting di erential inclusions to constant di erential inclusions is considered. The motivation for this work comes from the formal veri cation of hybrid systems. Hybrid systems are systems consisting of both discrete event and continuous dynamics. They arise in models of several distributed, multi-agent systems such as Intelligent Vehicle Highway Systems 14] and Air Tra c Management Systems 12] . The discrete event dynamics usually model high level decision making or synchronization among agents, while the continuous dynamics model low level control actions. The analysis, design and control of hybrid systems is a very important problem. Examples of techniques that have been proposed in the literature are 6, 4, 3, 5, 9, 7] . Computer aided veri cation is a formal approach for the analysis of hybrid systems. In the veri cation community, hybrid systems are modeled as hybrid automata where di erential equations or inclusions exist in each discrete state of a nite state machine. Transition from one discrete state to another is triggered by guards on the variables of the system. An example of a hybrid automaton is shown in Figure 1 . Given a desired speci cation for a hybrid automaton, such as satisfying certain reachability properties, veri cation algorithms check whether the system indeed satis es the desired speci cation by transforming the problem into a nite graph reachability or language containment problem. A very important issue in computer aided veri cation is the decidability and complexity of the resulting algorithms. The state of the art in the veri cation of hybrid systems is that veri cation of initialized, rectangular hybrid automata is decidable 11]. Rectangular hybrid automata are automata where in each discrete location the continuous dynamics are described by decoupled, constant, rectangular di erential inclusions. Thus, the time derivative of each variable must belong to a constant interval of the form a; b] R, as shown in Figure 1 . Furthermore, checking properties on various relaxations of the above hybrid automaton model have been shown to be undecidable 8]. Therefore, initialized, rectangular hybrid automata are on the boundary between decidability and undecidability. It has also been recognized, mainly in the control community that is used to more sophisticated dynamical models, that the expressive power o ered by a rectangular hybrid automaton is limited. In an e ort to expand the applicability of the decidability results just stated, we ask the natural question of when can we convert more general hybrid systems with more complicated dynamics in each discrete location to a hybrid system with decoupled, constant, di erential inclusions? In addition, an answer to this question would also be useful as it could characterize the modeling frontier for the known decidability and undecidability results. Along this direction, in this paper we consider the following continuous version of this problem. . . . _ z n 2 a n ; b n ] where a i ,b i are real constants for all 1 i n?
In this endeavor, a generalized version of the straightening out (or ow box) theorem will be used in order to derive necessary and su cient conditions for the solution of Problem 1. As a corollary, we will obtain conditions for converting decoupled, scalar rectangular inclusions. In Section 2, we review the necessary di erential geometric tools and two versions of the straightening out theorem for di erential equations. They will be used in Section 3, where necessary and su cient conditions for the solvability of Problem 1 are derived. Finally, Section 4 contains conclusions.
Straightening Out Differential Equations
Let T x R n denote the tangent space at x 2 R n . Let e i = 0; : : : ; 1; : : : ; 0] T with 1 at the i-th position and e 1 ; : : : ; e n be the standard, orthonormal basis for R n . For smooth map : R n ?! R m with x 2 R n and z = (x), we push forward tangent vectors from T x R n to T z R m using the induced push forward map which is a linear map. A smooth vector eld on R n is a smooth map f which places at each point x 2 R n a tangent vector f(x) 2 T x R n . Given a di eomorphism : R n ?! R n and a smooth vector eld f on R n , we naturally de ne the vector eld (f) by pointwise assigning the tangent vector (f(x)) at (x). The Lie bracket of two vector elds f and g on R n is denoted by f; g] 1 and given by f; g] = @g @x f ? @f @x g (1) The Lie bracket commutes with the push forward map of a di eomorphism , thus Note that the straightening out theorem is a local and non-constructive result. Obtaining the desired di eomorphism usually involves explicit integration of the system since the change of coordinates is simply the time parameterization of the integral curves (z 1 ) along with the leaves of the resulting foliation (z 2 , : : : ,z n ) which is induced by integrating the system. Theorem 1 is already interesting in that it allows transforming di erential equations away from equilibria to equations with constant rates or clocks. The ow box theorem could therefore be used in converting hybrid systems with the same di erential equation in each discrete location to timed automata, which is a decidable class of systems 2]. In the case where di erent vector elds are present in di erent discrete states, the following theorem which can be considered a generalization of Theorem 1 for multiple vector elds is useful.
Theorem 2 (Straightening Out Multiple Vector Fields). Let f 1 ; : : : ; f k be k smooth, linearly independent vector elds in a neighborhood of x 0 2 R n satisfying f i ; f j ] = 0 1 i; j k
Then there exists a change of coordinates z = (x) and a neighborhood U around x 0 2 R n , such that (f i ) = e i (6) with the for 1 i k and for all z 2 (U).
Therefore given n di erential equations of the form
Note that ; ] is used to denote both Lie brackets as well as intervals. The usage will be clear from context. where 1 i n, x 2 R n and f i : R n ?! R n are smooth, then at any x 0 2 R n where the vectors ff i (x 0 )g n i=1 is a linearly independent set 2 and the Lie bracket conditions hold, there exists a local change of coordinates z = (x) such that in the z coordinates the i-th di erential equation is expressed as _ z 1 = 0 : : :
Like the Flow Box Theorem, Theorem 2 is also local and non-constructive. The Lie bracket condition, which simply says that the ows of the vector elds commute, is necessary in order for the change of coordinates to be well de ned. More important though, in the new coordinates, the vector elds in addition to being straightened out are also decoupled. A much more detailed exposition of the above material may be found in numerous di erential geometry books such as 13, 1].
Straightening Out Differential Inclusions
In general, a di erential inclusion on R n is de ned as _ x 2 F(x) (8) where F is a map which at each x 2 R n assigns a subset of T x R n . Given a smooth change of coordinates : R n ?! R n and di erential inclusion (8), we can naturally push forward the di erential inclusion by pointwise assigning to each z = (x) the push forward of all tangent vectors belonging in F(x). Thus x n 2 f n (x 1 ; : : : ; x n ); g n (x 1 ; : : : ; x n )] where x = x 1 ; : : : ; x n ] T 2 U R n , f 1 ; : : : ; f n ; g 1 ; : : : ; g n are smooth maps from U to R, and for each i and for all x 2 U we have g i (x) > f i (x). Then there exists a local change of coordinates z = (x) 2 Note that linear independence at x0 requires that x0 is not an equilibrium of any of the n vector elds. By smoothness, the linear independence condition extends to a neighborhood of x0 on U such that in the new coordinates the di erential inclusion is expressed as _ z 1 and for all 1 i n and for all x 2 U there exist k i 2 R, such that either
Proof. Before we begin with the proof, we remark that conditions (13,14,15) contain some redundancy. However, a minimal set of conditions would be notationally complicated.
(Necessity) A more convenient representation of the rectangular inclusion (10) 
Since is pointwise an isomorphism, we retain the property that any vector from (F i (x)) is linearly independent from any vector in (F j (x)) for i 6 = j. Now, by assumption, the change of coordinates results in inclusion (12) 
must hold for all x 2 U. Thus k i (x) must be constant and g i (x) must be a constant multiple of f i (x) for all x 2 U. Note that for each i either f i (x) or g i (x) can be zero (but not both since g i (x) > f i (x)). However, if f i (x) or g i (x) is zero at some point x 0 , say g i (x 0 ) = 0 and f i (x 0 ) 6 = 0, then smoothness and the fact that g i (x) must be a constant multiple of f i (x) for all x 2 U, force g i (x) to be identically zero on U. Even though straightening out a di erential equation is always possible away from an equilibrium, straightening out a rectangular di erential inclusion, requires straightening out many vector elds, while using the same change of coordinates. This places restrictions on the types of rectangular di erential inclusions that can be straightened out. The following corollary shows how restrictive this class is.
Example: Consider the coupled di erential inclusion _ x 1 2 f 1 (x 1 ; x 2 ); g 1 (x 1 ; x 2 )] _ x 2 2 f 2 (x 1 ; x 2 ); g 2 (x 1 ; x 2 )] where we have f 1 (x 1 ; x 2 ) 6 = 0 and f 2 (x 1 ; x 2 ) 6 = 0 on some set U R 2 . Then conditions (15) require that g i (x 1 ; x 2 ) is a constant multiple of f i (x 1 ; x 2 ). Thus necessary conditions (13, 14) 
Conclusions
In this paper, the problem of straightening out rectangular di erential inclusions was considered. The results presented in this paper could be used to potentially expand the domain of the decidability results in the area of formal veri cation of hybrid systems. However, given the restrictive nature of the necessary conditions, they present a serious barrier extending the decidable class of hybrid systems.
In an e ort to computationally analyze more complicated hybrid systems, one has to overapproximate arbitrary rectangular inclusions by rectangular inclusions which satisfy the necessary and su cient conditions derived in this paper. This is is the notion of system abstractions 10] which is a an area for further research.
